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X-ray laserMetastable Innershell Molecular State (MIMS), an innershell-bound ultra-high-energy molecule, was pre-
viously proposed to explain a 40% efﬁciency of soft-X-ray generation in 0.05 keV/amu nanoparticle
impact on solids. Here, the MIMS model has been extended and applied to interpreting the experimental
K-shell X-ray satellite spectra for more than 40 years in keV-MeV/amu heavy-ion impact on solids. The
binding energies of the K-shell MIMS of elements from Al to Ti were determined to be 80–200 eV. The
successful extension of the model to the K-shell MIMS conﬁrms that all elements in the periodic table
and their combinations are subjected to the MIMS formation.
 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction berg predicted an existence of ‘‘keV’’ molecules at pressures onThe investigation of matters under extreme conditions, High
Energy Density Materials (HEDMs), as in planetary or stellar inte-
riors poses a research frontier in a wide range of scientiﬁc and
technological ﬁelds, such as astrophysics [1,2], inertial conﬁne-
ment fusion [1,2], X-ray lasers [3], material science [4–7] and bio-
logical science [7]. Recently, there have been extensive researches
on Warm Dense Matter, (WDM), which is expected to exist in the
cores of some large planets, in the inertial conﬁnement fusion, and
other systems that start as solids and are heated to become plas-
mas [8]. Theoretical studies have predicted HEDMs and WDMs
may have rich quantum many-body characteristics [4–6], includ-
ing that metals may become insulators at high pressures [5,6,9].
Theoretical Hugoniot curves for shock compression at pressures
above 10 Mbar (10 TPa) of various materials show multiple density
maxima that correspond to innershell ionization effects [10,11].
The results predict that signiﬁcant portions of the shock energy
can be transformed into innershell ionization energy via pressure
ionization upon shock compression [12].
The existence of high energy molecules in such highly
compressed matter was theoretically investigated since the late
1980s. With the ab initio quantum calculation Younger et al. found
that upon high compression an ensemble of He atoms may form
tightly bound quasimolecular states [13]. More recently, Winter-the order of 100 Mbar (10 TPa) and super-intense X-ray radiations
during their transition from atomic states to molecular states [14].
In the ﬁeld of X-ray generation by heavy ion impact on solids,
the search for the effect of the innershell-bound quasimolecules
on the scattering process can be traced down to the work by Mott
in the 1930s [15]. In his seminal paper, Mott proposed that if
atomic electrons travel much faster than the projectile, they could
adjust their motion to the presence of the other nucleus, so the
appropriate basis wave function for calculating excitation pro-
cesses should approximate a diatomic molecular orbital around
the projectile and target nuclei [15].
The actual experimental searches for the effect of the quasimol-
ecule in the X-ray generation by heavy ion impact started much
later, in the 1970s. In particular, there had been extensive experi-
mental and theoretical investigations on X-ray signatures from the
quasimolecules in the impact involving extensive ranges of ions
and targets [16]. For example, cross sections for carbon K X-ray
production were measured for a wide range of ions incident on a
carbon target, at energies 20–80 keV [17]. The X-ray generation
cross sections for the heavy ions, such as Ar+ and Xe+, were several
orders of magnitude larger than those by light ions, such as H+ and
He+, which were consistent with the values predicted by the direct
Coulomb scattering theory. The anomalous cross sections for heavy
ions were interpreted in terms of the electron-promotion mecha-
nism of the molecular orbital theory [18].
More importantly, there had been extensive theoretical and
experimental researches on intense K-shell satellites above the
Ka line of various solids that were bombarded by heavy ions with
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varieties of combinations of projectile ions and targets were
explored, and they were interpreted to result from radiative decays
of atomswithmultiple holes, one of which is in the K-shell and oth-
ers in the L-shell. Striking differences between the spectra obtained
with light ions, such as electrons and protons, and the spectra with
heavy ions were discovered [19]. In addition to the intensity differ-
ence, the X-ray spectra obtained with heavy ions showed many
more peaks with multiple L-shell holes than those with light ions.
The X-ray energies roughly corresponding to the satellites were
consistent with those obtained by the ab initio calculations based
on the atomic model [19]. However, the satellite data for larger
number of L-shell holes signiﬁcantly deviated from the calculation
results [19]. The reason for the deviation has been unknown. Fur-
thermore, the intensity distributions of most of the satellites were
approximately Gaussian; however, the underlying physics of such
a distribution shape has not been understood until now.
In the early 1990s, the author and his colleagues generated and
studied the highly compressed matter by impacting various bio
and water nanoparticles at hypervelocities (v  100 km/s) on vari-
ous targets at the Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) [20,21]. In our
study, anomalous signals were discovered, when the nanoparticles
were directly impacted on and detected by Si particle detectors
that had windows sufﬁciently thick enough to block the penetra-
tion of the nanoparticles completely. With the use of the anoma-
lous signals as functions of nanoparticle kinetic energy, it was
proved that the nanoparticle impact can generate strong shocks
and the shock pressures were measured to be on the order of
10 TPa (100 Mbar) [20,21].
In 2008, the author reanalyzed the BNL data and concluded that
the anomalous signals resulted from superradiant soft X-ray pho-
tons and that the conversion efﬁciency of the nanoparticle kinetic
energy to photon energy was as high as 38% [22]. To explain such
a high photon conversion efﬁciency, the author proposed the exis-
tence of a high-energy transient molecule bound by innershell elec-
trons and named it Metastable Innershell Molecular State (MIMS),
and the ampliﬁcation of radiative decay from the collective decay
of the MIMS via the Dicke Superradiance mechanism [22,23].
In 2012, the author conﬁrmed the BNL results with buckyball
ions (C60+ ) impacting on an Al target in an independent tabletop
apparatus [24], which is orders of magnitude smaller than that at
the BNL [20,21]. The new experiment detected X-ray photons off-
axis of the C60+ ion beam, thus unambiguously proved that the sig-
nals indeed resulted from X-ray photons and conﬁrmed the high X-
ray energy conversion efﬁciency observed at BNL. Furthermore, the
energy of X-ray photons was determined to be near that of the Al
La X-ray with the use of three X-ray detectors with distinctive
response characteristics. Finally, the author proposed that the
MIMS can be described by a high energy excimer-like molecule
bound by innershell electrons and that virtually all elements in
the periodic table are subjected to the MIMS formation [24].
This paper reports that the MIMS model [22,24] has been suc-
cessfully applied to the interpretation of the satellites in the K-
shell X-ray spectra generated in heavy ion impact on various tar-
gets with the ion kinetic energy on the order of 10 MeV. An
extended MIMS model that is suitable for interpreting the K-shell
satellite phenomena and analysis details of the experimental data
is presented here. In addition, implications of the present analysis
results are presented.
2. Metastable Innershell Molecular State (MIMS)
This section presents the nutshell of the MIMS model that
describes the genesis and evolution of MIMS. The theoretical
Hugoniot curves related to HEDM and WDM of virtually all ele-
ments show quantum effects of innershell excitation and ioniza-tion at pressures near or above 100 Mbar (10 TPa) [10,11]. Since
the MIMS is proposed to be a reaction product of an innershell-
excited core ion and a ground state core ion, an ‘‘electronically-
cold’’ compression with pressures above 100 Mbar (10 TPa) is
required for producing abundant MIMS in an energy-efﬁcient man-
ner. Realistic theoretical modeling of the MIMS requires full-blown
ab initio calculations that can manage high-energy molecular
orbits; however, the barriers to such ab initio calculations are cur-
rently formidable owing to the extreme computational difﬁculty in
solving the relevant many-body problem [10,11]. In the previous
papers [22,24], the author proposed an intuitive model in which
MIMS is described as an excimer-like molecule formed by an inner-
shell excited/ionized core ion and a ground state core ion in a
highly compressed strongly coupled plasma environment, in which
the outershell orbits highly overlap to form a continuum.
When the closed outershell electrons of the rare gas atoms are
excited or ionized, the atoms can readily form transient molecules,
excimers,with a pairing ground state atom. For example, the ground
singlet state of the helium dimer is repulsive; the potential energy
curve of the He2 closed shell system has only a weak van-der-Waals
minimum. In contrast, the low-lying excited states of the dimer (the
He2 excimer) are strongly covalently bound. Promotion of an elec-
tron out of the ground singlet state conﬁguration of the helium
dimer leads to Rydberg stateswith theHe2+ core [25]. Themetastable
excimer can typically radiate to free repulsive ground states. With-
out forming the excimers, the energy of the excited atomswould be
rapidly lost by non-radiative collisional decay processes. In other
words, the excimer formation is a crucial step needed for efﬁcient
transformation of the atomic excitation energy to the radiation
energy in a high pressure environment. Analogously, the MIMS for-
mation is a crucial step required for efﬁciently transforming the
atomic core-excitation energy that can be readily generatedby pres-
sure ionization into the radiation energy as observed [22,24].
The formation of vibrationally ‘‘cold’’ metastable excimers
requires frequent third-body interaction that can quench near dis-
sociative continuum states into bound excimer states [26]. In typ-
ical rare gas excimer formation with binding energies on the order
of eV, the collision frequency and energy of the third bodies are
adequate enough to induce the excimer formation in an atmo-
spheric pressure environment. On the other hand, since MIMS
has binding energy orders of magnitude larger than those of rare
gas excimers, the third-body collision frequency and energy
required for the MIMS formation should be orders of magnitude
larger than those required for the excimers. Therefore, the MIMS
formation is expected to require ultra-high densities and pressures
with low electron temperatures.
Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the proposed production and
optical decay process of a K-Shell MIMS based on the excimer
model. In Stage I, a material at the standard condition begins to
be compressed with pressures over 100 Mbar (10 TPa) in a time
scale on the order of 1 fs during the initial stage of compression
in a shocked region generated by a heavy-ion impact along the
ion tracks in solids or by nanoparticle impact [22].
In Stage II, electron orbits including that of K-shells overlap and
merge into the continuum under extreme pressure. The pressure
here needs to be ‘‘cold’’ with minimal electron heating and most
of the compression energy is transformed into the potential
energy. The ‘‘cold’’ compression fully pressure ionizes [12] the
L-shell and partially ionizes the K-shell resulting in a number of
core ions with a K-shell hole in a WDM-like environment.
In Stage III, the K-shell core ion with a hole rapidly combines
with another core ion without a hole and forms a K-shell MIMS
(K-MIMS) in analogous to the He2+ formation. As the pressure
decreases, a Rydberg-like pseudo-L-shell forms around the K-MIMS
core ion. The formed K-MIMS core ion is still in a very high vibra-
tional level close to the dissociation level.
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed four stages of the MIMS formation
and X-ray generation process. Stage I: initiation of ‘‘cold’’ compression. Stage II:
pressure ionization and K-shell core ion formation. Stage III: formation of the
vibrationally hot K-shell MIMS with a Rydberg-like pseudo-L-shell structure. Stage
IV: cooling down of the K-shell MIMS by ionizing (‘‘boiling-off’’) a number of
pseudo-L-shell electrons and subsequent optical decay by emitting an X-ray
photon.
Fig. 2. Hypothetical schematic potential curve proposed for the K-shell MIMS (K-
MIMS) that radiates into the L-MIMS by emitting an X-ray photon.
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ionizing (‘‘boiling-off’’) a number of pseudo-L-shell electrons in
analogous to the vibrational autoionization process of Rydberg
electrons in core-excited molecules [27]. Subsequently, the MIMS
ions with a K-MIMS core and a pseudo-L-shell with varying num-
ber of holes form in their lowest vibrational states, and they decay
optically by emitting X-ray photons to the lower L-MIMS, which
dissociates into, for example, a K-shell core ion without an L-shell
or a K-shell core ion with an L-shell with a hole in analogous to the
optical decay process of excimers.
Based on the above MIMS model, a hypothetical schematic
potential curve is proposed for the K-shell MIMS (K-MIMS) and
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. The exact shape and energy level
of the potential curve have to be determined by rigorous ab initio
quantum calculations; thus the illustrative potential curve is
intended to provide an insight on the genesis and evolution of
the excimer Model for the MIMS.
More speciﬁcally, in the ‘‘cold’’ highly compressed plasma, a
K-shell core ion with a hole, [K1], collides with another core ion
without a hole, [K0], to form a near-dissociative K-shell MIMS
(K-MIMS) as in Fig. 2. Such a vibrationally hot K-MIMS in the
highly compressed plasma environment is denoted here by
[[K1 + K0]]. Subsequently, pseudo-L-shells form around the K-MIMS
core ions. If a vibrational energy of K-MIMS core ions is on the
order of the ionization energy of the pseudo-L-shells, the K-MIMS
core ion can go through a rapid relaxation into the lowest vibra-
tional state by ionizing a number of electrons in the pseudo-
L-shell. The details of such vibrational-ionization are beyond the
scope of the present paper, because its theoretical treatment
requires the inclusion of a strong coupling between the electronicwave function and the vibrational wave function, which is beyond
the scope of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.
The non-Born–Oppenheimer aspect of strong coupling between
the vibrational energy and the ionization energy in K-MIMS is
managed with a statistical model here. In this model, the K-MIMS
core vibrational states are hypothesized to be in thermal equilib-
rium with the outgoing ionization channels within a thermal bath
formed by the pseudo-L-shell electrons and the K-MIMS core ion.
One intuitive way of tackling the MIMS vibrational ionization prob-
lem is to introduce phonons. In an ideal situation, the surface of the
pseudo-L-shell orbits reﬂect or absorb the vibration quanta from
the core ion, thus its interaction with the core ion can be approxi-
mated by a 3-D lattice of core-ions that surround the core ion to
the ﬁrst order. In other words, in this model the pseudo-L-shell
orbits behave as phonon mirrors that mimic a 3-D lattice, and
when the K-MIMS core ion vibrationally relaxes, it releases pho-
nons into the thermal bath. The phonons rapidly induce a local
thermal equilibrium of the MIMS via repetitive emission and
absorption, and the vibrational de-excitation energy heats up the
K-MIMS thermal bath to a temperature of Ti.
The MIMS binding energy, ED, is the heat input for the thermal
bath, which reaches a local thermal equilibrium via phonon inter-
change. Then, ED is approximately given by [28]ED ¼ DNckBTi ð1Þwhere D is the dimensionality of the system, and Nc is the number
of core ions in a MIMS. Because D = 3 and Nc = 2, ED for the MIMS is
given thus by:ED ¼ 6 kBTi ð2Þ
The vibrationally cold MIMS without any L-shell hole is denoted
by [K1K0L0]. The phonons further ionize the bound [K1K0L0] MIMS
into a higher ionic state [K1K0Ln] with n holes in the pseudo-L-shell,
where 1 6 n 6 8. Because the n holes can be distributed among 2s
and 2p orbits, thus the maximum value of n is 8 [29]. Such
vibrational ionization process thus can be modeled with the Saha
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the K-MIMS thermal bath in a compressed region, In, can be
approximated by
In / gng0
1
ðkBTiÞ1:5
exp ðEn  E0Þ
kBTi
 
ð3Þ
where gn and g0 are degeneracy factor of a [K1K0Ln] state and
[K1K0L0] state, and En and E0 are given by the X-ray energies from
the optical decay of the [K1K0Ln] and [K1K0L0] states, respectively.
Statistically, gn/g0 is proportional to the probability of ionizing n
electrons out of 8 electrons in the pseudo-L-shell and given by
8Cn = 8!/(8  n)!n!.Fig. 3. Statistically corrected experimental data (ﬁlled-in circles) by McWherter
et al. [32] on the K-shell satellites of Ca by 30 MeV O+ ions, and the analysis results
(solid line) based on the MIMS vibrational ionization model. The insert shows the
original data. The ﬁtting resulted in the binding energy, ED, of the K-shell MIMS for
Ca to be 192 eV.3. Analysis of K-shell X-ray satellites in heavy ion impact on
solids
Extensive experimental and theoretical investigations have
been performed on X-rays generated in ion impact on solids for
several decades [19]. The ions include electrons, light ions, such
as protons and He+, and heavy ions, such as O+ and Br+ [19].
Although the mechanism of X-ray generation by electrons and light
ions is well understood in terms of Coulomb collisional mechanism
[16,19], but that by heavy ions is not. For example, cross sections
for carbon K X-ray production were measured for the ions H+,
He+, C+, N+, O+, Ne+, Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+ incident on a carbon target
at energies from 20 to 80 keV [17]. A surprising discovery was that
the measured X-ray cross sections for the heavy ions were several
orders of magnitude larger than those predicted by Coulomb scat-
tering theory. This discovery was qualitatively interpreted in terms
of the electron-promotion mechanism of molecular orbital theory
[17,18]. In this theory, once the target atoms are electronically
excited or ionized via the promotion mechanism, they can radiate
into the ground states by emitting characteristic X-rays. At the
higher energies the estimated excitation cross sections from the
X-ray generation for Ar+, C+, N+, and O+ were of order of the geo-
metrical cross section, where the projectile dimension was taken
to be the radius of the shell whose energy closely matches the car-
bon K-shell energy. This observation is qualitatively consistent
with the implication of geometrical cross sections as in the Ar+ + Ar
collision case [18] to form molecular orbitals, and suggested the
existence of molecular effects on X-ray generation by the heavy
ion impact on solids.
In earlier papers [22,24] the author proved that the nanoparticle
impact on solids in the impact energy on the order of 0.05 keV/amu
can generate strong shocks with pressure over 100 Mbar (10 TPa).
Similarly, the impact energy ranges from 0.1 keV to 1 MeV/amu, it
is proposed here that the heavy ions can induce small highly com-
pressed regions via the mechanisms of thermal spikes or extensive
collisional cascades during the traverse of the ions through solids
[31]. In this case, the penetrating heavy ions are expected to have
ﬁnite probabilities of generating highly compressed shocked
regions, although the probabilities are much smaller than that of
the nanoparticle impact. The inertial conﬁnement time of the
shocked regions is estimated to be on the order of 10 fs, which is
much shorter than the electron–ion thermalization time scale that
is on the order of ps. Thus, during the compression time scale the
compressed regions can be considered ‘‘electronically-cold’’
[22,24].
In this work, the MIMS model has been extended and applied to
a wide range of the existing experimental data for K-shell X-ray
satellites that show multiple peaks in a narrow spectral envelope
located above the Ka line [19]. Several analysis results are pre-
sented here. For example, the experimental data by McWherter
et al. [32] on K-shell satellites of Ca by 30 MeV O+ ions are shown
in the insert of Fig. 3. The MIMS radiation from a conﬁguration of[K1L0Ln] of Fig. 2 is represented by KLn in Fig. 3. The satellite line
intensity data that were divided (i.e. statistically corrected) by
the degeneracy factor, 8Cn = 8!/(8  n)!n!, as a function of the X-
ray energy are presented in Fig. 3 as ﬁlled-in circles.
The statistically corrected line intensity was ﬁtted to Eq. (3)
without the degeneracy factor, and the result is shown as a solid
line in Fig. 3. The ﬁtting is excellent, which resulted in a thermal
bath temperature, Ti, of 32 eV. Based on Eq. (2), ED  192 eV. The
deviation of the KL5 point from the ﬁtting curve seems to result
from the obscurity of the original data for Ka(2p)5 as shown in
the Fig. 3 insert, which may have caused a large uncertainty in
deﬁning the peak height and location.
It is interesting to note that based on the present MIMS model,
the difference between the KL0 line energy and the high end cut-off
energy in Fig. 3 insert of the satellite distribution should be close to
the MIMS potential well depth, ED. From the original data shown in
the insert, the difference was estimated to be 180 eV (3870–
3690 eV), in agreement with the value, 192 eV, obtained from ﬁt-
ting the data to Eq. (3). This agreement independently supports
the validity of the vibrational ionization model, of which thermal
equilibrium is mediated by phonons.
The same analyses were applied to the next two examples.
Here, the experimental data on the K-shell satellites of Al [33]
and Si [19] by 30 MeV O+ ions are shown in the inserts of Fig. 4.
The satellite line intensity data that were divided (i.e. statistically
corrected) by the degeneracy factor, 8Cn, as a function of the X-
ray energy are given in Fig. 4 as ﬁlled-in circles.
The statistically corrected line intensity was ﬁtted with Eq. (3)
without the degeneracy factor, and the result is shown as a solid
line in Fig. 4. The ﬁtting is excellent, which resulted in thermal bath
temperatures for Al and Si of 14 eV and 15 eV, respectively. Based
on Eq. (2), ED for Al is about 84 eV and for Si is about 90 eV. The ED
values estimated from the differences for Al and Si between the KL0
line energies and the high end cut-off energies of the satellite dis-
tribution are 90 eV and 100 eV, in agreement with the values
obtained from ﬁtting the data to Eq. (3).
The same analyses were applied to the next two examples.
Here, the experimental data by Jamison et al. [34] on the K-shell
satellites of Sc and Ti by 31 MeV Br+ ions are shown in the inserts
of Fig. 5. The satellite line intensity data that were divided (i.e. sta-
tistically corrected) by the degeneracy factor, 8Cn, as a function of
the X-ray energy are given in Fig. 5 as ﬁlled-in circles.
Fig. 4. Statistically corrected experimental data (ﬁlled-in circles) on the K-shell satellites of Al [33] and Si [19] by 30 MeV O+ ions, and the analysis results (solid line) based on
the MIMS vibrational ionization model. The inserts show the original data. The ﬁtting resulted in the binding energies, ED, of the K-shell MIMS for Al and Si to be 84 eV and
90 eV, respectively.
Fig. 5. Statistically correct experimental data (ﬁlled-in circles) on the K-shell satellites of Sc and Ti by 31 MeV Br+ ions [34], and the analysis results (solid line) based on the
MIMS vibrational ionization model. The inserts show the original K-shell satellite data in comparison with the spectra with 2 MeV protons. The ﬁtting resulted in the binding
energies, ED, of the K-shell MIMS for Sc and Ti to be 168 eV and 162 eV, respectively.
Fig. 6. Statistically corrected experimental data (ﬁlled in circles) on the K-shell
satellites of Al by 31 MeV Br+ ions [34], and the analysis results (solid line) based on
the MIMS vibrational ionization model. The insert shows the original data, of which
the envelop shape is much ﬂatter than the ones with other elements. The ﬁtting is
poor, presumably because of the background noise from the L X-rays of contam-
inant Br atoms in the target from the Br+ ion impact.
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without the degeneracy factor, and the result is shown as a solid
line in Fig. 5. The ﬁtting is excellent, which resulted in thermal bath
temperatures for Sc and Ti of 28 eV and 27 eV, respectively. Based
on Eq. (2), ED for Sc is about 168 eV and for Ti is about 162 eV. The
ED values estimated from the differences for Al and Si between the
KL0 line energies and the high end cut-off energies of the satellite
distribution are170 eV and170 eV, in excellent agreement with
the values obtained from ﬁtting the data to Eq. (3). Note that the
satellite lines are considerably broader than those of Al and Si.
The reason for this probably resulted from the strong effect of
M-shells on the X-ray generation.
Finally, the same analyses were applied to the experimental data
by Jamison et al. [34] on the K-shell satellites of Sc and Ti by 31 MeV
Br+ ions, which are shown in the inserts of Fig. 6. The satellite line
intensity that was divided by the degeneracy factor, 8Cn, as a func-
tion of the line position is given in Fig. 6 as ﬁlled-in circles. The inten-
sity distribution is very different from other data analyzed above,
which are in Gaussian shape, and the ﬁtting result is poor.
However, it was realized that the L X-rays from contaminant Br
atoms in the target can overlap with the Al K-shell satellites as
shown in Fig. 6. Such contamination can alter the X-ray spectrum
signiﬁcantly. Therefore, it was concluded that the poor ﬁtting
Y.K. Bae / Results in Physics 4 (2014) 170–176 175may result from the X-ray contamination from the L X-rays of con-
taminant Br atoms that were implanted in the target during the
experiment by the Br+ ion impact.4. Discussions
Although the focus of the present paper has been on the radia-
tive MIMS decay, the MIMS also can decay into the lower state via
non-radiative processes. The optical decay of the MIMS formed by
the core ions of high Z elements can be fast enough to compete
with other non-radiative decay channels. Because the MIMS decay
processes should be similar to those of the constituent atomic core
ions, in analogous to excimers, the K-shell MIMS radiation process
is expected to be more dominant than the Auger process for the
core ions with an atomic number, Z, larger than 31 [35]. On the
other hand, the optical decay of MIMS formed by core ions of
low Z elements may not be fast enough to compete with other
non-radiative decay channels.
However, if the compressed region that is generated by the
heavy ion impact has more than one MIMS, and the size of the
compressed regions is on the order of X-ray wavelength, the radi-
ation process can be enhanced via Dicke superradiance mechanism
[22–24]. In Dicke superradiance, if the size of compressed regions
is smaller than that the wavelength of the associated X-ray radia-
tion, the radiation would be emitted in a burst with the duration of
srad/N [22–24]. Dicke superradiance thus would increase the radi-
ation width from Crad to NCrad to the ﬁrst order during the com-
pression time scale of  1–10 fs. For atomic number from 13 to
23 for Al to Ti, the decay widths of the Auger process, CAug, are
much larger [35] thanCrad. As a result, the excited energy is mostly
expended by the Auger process. However, if N 1, the radiative
process can be a dominant decay process of the MIMS due to the
Dicke superradiance mechanism [22–24]. The details of comparing
the radiation and Auger processes will be published elsewhere.
Another intriguing aspect of the excimer is that it can be formed
not only with two identical atoms, but also with two different
atoms. The examples of such heteronucleus excimers include ArF⁄,
KrF⁄, and XeCl⁄ that are used for excimer lasers, because they have
high energy conversion efﬁciencies than the homonucleus exci-
mers, such as Ar2⁄, Kr2⁄ and Xe2⁄. Thus, the MIMS is predicted to form
between ion cores of two different atoms. One interesting hetero-
nucleus K-MIMS is the HeH⁄-like MIMS that is formed with a K-
shell ion core and a proton (and also a deuteron or a triton) [36].
The potential curve of HeH⁄ excimer is very similar to that of the
He2⁄ excimer, in which Rydberg states are formed around the bound
molecular core ions, HeH+ and He2+ [37]. The details of the analysis
on the binding energy and the bond length of the MIMS formed by
all atoms in the periodic table and their combinations will be pub-
lished elsewhere [38].5. Conclusions
The MIMS (Metastable Innershell Molecular State) is a metasta-
ble inner-shell-bound ultra-high-energy molecule that is proposed
to be abundantly formed in materials under ‘‘electronically-cold’’
compression with pressures on the order or above 100 Mbar
(10 TPa) [22,24]. The MIMS model has been successfully applied
to the interpretation of the existing anomalous K-shell X-ray satel-
lite spectra for several decades in keV–MeV/amu heavy-ion impact
on solids. The generation of the shock compressed regions that can
bear MIMS is proposed to be responsible for the high X-ray yields
in heavy ion impact. In the MIMS model, the heavy ions can induce
small highly compressed regions probably from the mechanisms of
thermal spikes or extensive collisional cascades during the traverse
of the ions through solids [31]. Because the MIMS primarily decaysby emitting an X-ray photon, the X-ray generation efﬁciency of the
heavy ion impact can be orders of magnitude larger than that by
Coulomb collision process [17].
The present MIMS model is based on the rare gas excimer
model, and the initial vibrational energy of the MIMS formation
is proposed to transform into ionization energy of the Rydberg-like
pseudo-L-shell, which is modeled to be mediated by phonons [28].
The local thermal equilibrium between the phonons and ionization
channels is modeled with the Saha equation [30] that provides the
temperature of the K-MIMS thermal bath. From the temperature,
the binding energies of the K-shell MIMS of Al through Ti were
determined to be 84–192 eV, which are in good agreement with
the binding energies estimated independently from the difference
between the Ka energies and the high end cut-off energies of the
satellite distributions. The agreement further conﬁrms the credibil-
ity of the MIMS model.
The successful extension of the MIMS model to the K-shell
MIMS conﬁrms that nearly all elements and their combinations
in the periodic table are subjected to the MIMS formation. When
the ‘‘cold’’ highly compressed regions can be efﬁciently generated
as in the nanoparticle impact, the MIMS radiation mechanism
can be exploited for generating unprecedentedly intense x-rays
that are presently beyond the reach of the state-of-the-art X-ray
generation technologies. Therefore, the MIMS model and its
energy-efﬁcient generation methods potentially open a new scien-
tiﬁc ﬁeld: High Energy Molecular Physics and Chemistry, as well as
provide a pathway for practical utilization of high intensity X-ray
beams for a wide range of innovative applications.
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